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Editor’s Letter: Where Will You Grow This Year?

Keeping customer lawns and landscapes green and
healthy keeps your business in “the green” and healthy, too. As you know, the
right equipment is king. Buying the best mowers, for instance, is central to
successful lawn care. Then, operating and maintaining that investment
delivers satisfaction to your clients—and as a result, to you. This issue
includes insights on buying mowers any time of year (page 12) and on pages
37-38, you’ll see a selection of mowers on the market (then click here for
more new mower product coverage).

Meanwhile, as you look to expand the level and scope of your services in
2020, you’ll find several articles in this issue to help in this journey. Are
you thinking about exploring design-build business? Read the article that
begins on page 6 to learn how one business owner made the move. Do you offer
tree selection and planting services? A certified arborist shares a
straightforward approach to working with customers (article begins on page
33).

In this business, the weather and environmental factors have a significant
impact, and as you’ve surely experienced those conditions are changing from
years past. Turn to page 20 to read about a university team’s observations on
herbicide use and effectiveness, and some observations on weather impacts.

https://turfmagazine.com/turf-spring-2020-issue/
https://turfmagazine.com/turfmagazine/get-equipped/get-equipped-mowers/


Plant disease is not new, but the practical advice provided by a
horticulturist on caring for two garden classics (page 31) may arm your team
with new tools against this challenge.
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